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Abstract 

The goal of this paper was to analyze the accuracy of the proposed method for the evaluation of respiration rate 
and respiration rhythm patterns (e.g. inspiration slope) using the portable and mobile thermal camera module that could 
be a part of smart glasses. Parameters were analyzed for 12 volunteers in two experiments, when subjects speak and do 
not speak. The pressure, chest belt was used as a reference measurement method. Data analysis showed that 
respiration rate and some respiration-related parameters could be accurately measured with the used methodology.   

1. Introduction and related work 

Respiratory rate (RR) is one of the vital signs and is defined as the number of breaths per minute. Evaluation of 
respiratory rate values is used to classify if respirations are normal, too fast (tachypnea), too slow (bradypnea), or 
nonexistent (apnea). In clinical observations, the respiratory rate is often measured by counting the number of times the 
chest rises or falls per minute [1]. It is important parameter indicating potential health risks, for example, it could be a 
predictor of cardiac problems (e.g. when RR> 27bpm [2]); pneumonia [3][4] or lower respiratory tract infection [5]. It was 
also recommended to accurately measure respiratory rate at least once a day for patients in hospitals and during 
admission to hospitals [6].  

In literature, there are many automatic and quantitative methods of RR measurement proposed, for example,  
using inductive plethysmographs or thoracic impedance systems [7], oxygen masks [8], bioacoustics sensors [9], 
accelerometers or gyroscope sensors [10], cameras, etc. Often, as for analysis of quality of sleep, respiratory rate is 
measured together with other biomedical signals like electroencephalogram, electro-oculogram, electromyogram, nasal 
airflow, abdominal and/or thoracic movements, body position, snore acoustic signal, electrocardiogram, and blood 
oxygen saturation [11][12].  

In some applications (e.g. severe acute respiratory syndrome - SARS, pandemic influenza, etc.) remote 
measurement of respiration rate could be very important. Therefore the use of visible light, near infrared and thermal 
imaging was found as useful methods for the evaluation of chest respiration movements or nasal heat flow. In [13] near 
infrared illumination module and a camera module were used as an active-stereo depth-sensing system. Depth map was 
used to detect volumes of potential respiratory-related movements (the rib cage and the abdominal cavity) and next 
breathing signals were extracted from a set of frames. However, in this method it is required to wear tight, elastic tops 
during measurements. Extraction of signals from a series of thermal images has been previously used to specify 
diagnostic parameters [14][15]. Thermal, facial videos were analyzed to estimate respiratory rates in [16][17]. Methods 
presented in [18][19] allow extracting respiration waveforms from registration of heat transfer of the moisturized air during 
expiration. The side- view of the subject to the camera is used, in order to visualize breathing-jet dynamics. For the 
presented measurement methods RR was typically estimated using statistical methods or using analysis of dominating 
peaks in the frequency spectrum. In [20] temperature gradient distribution throughout the nasal cavity was used to 
extract respiration waveforms. The authors compared results of their method with manually registered values from the 
reference bedside monitor. The validation was performed for 5 subjects and showed small differences between the 
estimated values using the thermal-based method and the reference values (mean=1.18bpm, std. dev.=0.80).  

The goal of this paper is to analyze the accuracy of the proposed method for the evaluation of respiration rate 
and respiration rhythm patterns using the portable and mobile thermal camera module that could be a part of smart 
glasses. Additionally, it was important to evaluate methods of respiration rate estimation for two conditions: a subject is 
silent and a subject speaks during the measurement. The practical objective is to analyze if a physician (e.g. specializing 
in treatment of allergies) could estimate respiration parameters during routine interview (e.g. when a patient describing 
his/her problem). 

  

2. Methodology 

Under the eGlasses project we are developing the smart glasses platform that can use different sensors, 
including visible and thermal cameras. The TAMARISK 320 thermal camera (Fig. 1, left) was used in this study to record 
thermal images (resolution 320x240. sensitivity<50mK. spectral band: 8-14um).  

It was assumed that due to respiration activities temperature is changing in the region of the nose or/and mouth. 
For each video frame the region of interest (ROI) is extracted (e.g. nose area) and corresponding values are averaged 
(one value for a frame): 
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where: NROI - number of pixels in the nose ROI, rs, cs - first (start) row and column of the ROI rectangle, re, ce – last (end) 
row and column of the ROI rectangle, T(x, y) – pixel value of the data matrix of the ROI. 

 
Finally the set of digital values (digital signal) are calculated and normalized to the mean value:  

 
𝑠! 𝑡! = 𝑠 𝑡! − 𝜇(𝑠 𝑡 ). 

 
Two experiments were performed. During the first one, 12 healthy volunteers (avg. age = 36.25y±12.08) were 

asked to sit in the front of the thermal camera and breath without speaking or moving. In the second experiment the 
same subjects were asked to continuously speak (small head movements were allowed). The respiration belt (Vernier 
RMB) was used to measure reference respiration signals. The acquisition time was set to 1 minute (sampling frequency 
for both devices set to 25Hz). All measurements were taken from the distance between 40-70cm. To synchronize both 
respiration signals subject were asked to hold a breath and start normal breathing 3s-7s after the acquisition had started. 
Half of experiments took place in the room with ambient temperature set to 22C, other half for temperature 27C.  

Data were processed using software designed and implemented in Java programming language and using 
Octave. The following data pre-processing methods were used for thermal sequences: manual ROI extraction for nose 
and mouth regions (different size to analyze ROI size influence), high pass filtration using the designed Butterworth filter 
(fc=0.12Hz), moving average filtration (kernel size=FPS*0.4), multiplication by -1 (to synchronize with reference pressure 
signal). Then the respiration rate was estimated using three methods: the frequency value for the maximum peak in the 
estimated PSD (labeled as eRR_sp), zero-crossing analysis in time domain (eRR_zc), inhalation events detection and 
counting. The algorithm was designed to detect dominated slopes in the signal and related inspiration start/stop events. It 
is based on the successive accumulation of data points (from a local signal minimum, Slmin in tmin – inhalation start; to a 
local signal maximum, Slmax in tmax – inhalation end) until the approximated first derivative is equal or lower than zero. 
The difference between the local maximum and minimum was then compared to the experimentally chosen threshold 
value (0.33*(globalMax-globalMin)). Inspiration-related slopes (S) were calculated as acos(C(tmax-tmin)/(Slmax-Slmin)), C-
normalization factor. Expiration time, Et, was defined as a time period between tmax (current end of inspiration) and the 
next tmin (next start of inspiration). All values were calculated for signals measured using the belt (e.g. IBt) and the 
thermal camera (e.g. ITt). Parameters calculated from thermal camera signals were compared to parameters obtained 
for the belt. For example: 

 
ΔIt=|IBt-ITt|, ΔEt=|EBt-ETt|, ΔS=|SB-ST| 

 
and normalized to reference values obtained for the belt (ΔIt/IBt, ΔEt/EBt). 
 

 
Fig. 1. From left: The eGlasses prototype with the connected thermal camera, a frame with the nostril ROI, a frame with 
the mouth ROI, raw signal from the nostril ROI (top), raw signal from the mouth ROI (bottom – speaking experiment) 

Analyzing respiratory waveforms during speaking is much more difficult since extracted signals are more noisy and 
irregular.  Therefore in this study we did not analyze morphological patterns of the extracted signals (e.g. ΔIt, ΔEt, S) but 
we analyzed different respiratory rate estimators. Apart from previously used methods (eRR_zc and eRR_sp) we 
additionally used an estimator based on periodicity of peaks locations for the autocorrelation signal generated as a 
autocorrelation in a function of time lags. The autocorrelation sequence of a periodic signal has the same cyclic 
characteristics as the signal itself. Therefore for the eRR_ac estimator the autocorrelation for different time lags is 
calculated and the periodicity is determined calculating an average time differences between detected peaks. 
Additionally, respiration rate was calculated manually (RR) as a number of whole respiration events (inspiration-to-
inspiration) in given time window.  

 

3. Results 

Examples of respiration rhythm signals measured using the described method for the first experiment (i.e. subjects 
do not speak) are presented in Fig. 2 (left). Positive slopes represent inhalation. In Table 1 some results for the 
experiment 1 are presented.  
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Fig. 2. From left: respiration signals (blue: thermal camera, green: belt); detection of inhalation/exhalation events 

Table 1. The results for the experiment 1 (without speaking) 

Subject eRR_zc (belt) eRR_zc (thermal) eRR_sp (belt) eRR_sp (thermal) ΔIt/IBt ΔEt/EBt ΔS 
  bpm bpm bpm bpm % % degrees 
S01 19.85 19.85 17.58 17.58 25.22 17.43 3.43 
S02 10.50 10.50 8.79 8.79 29.70 17.89 5.56 
S03 9.64 9.64 8.79 8.79 38.40 36.50 13.08 
S04 18.19 19.29 20.51 20.51 15.03 20.45 0.97 
S05 14.03 14.03 14.65 14.65 7.78 3.60 1.45 
S06 11.65 11.65 11.72 11.72 12.93 2.63 2.81 
S07 13.47 13.47 14.65 14.65 16.52 8.58 2.59 
S08 8.75 10.00 11.72 11.72 30.11 10.81 18.32 
S09 13.50 13.50 11.72 11.72 15.31 12.38 3.07 
S10 10.10 10.10 11.72 11.72 19.53 17.67 3.25 
S11 15.00 15.00 14.65 14.65 13.20 28.06 4.13 
S12 18.75 20.19 20.51 20.51 6.32 8.78 1.87 
Mean 13.62 13.94 13.92 13.92 19.17 15.40 5.04 
Std. dev. 3.74 3.93 3.98 3.98 9.75 9.86 5.24 

Results obtained for the experiment 2 (subjects were speaking) were not so good as for the experiment 1. However, 
inhalation events were visible and relatively easy to detect. In Fig. 3 some signal examples are presented. It is important 
to underline that irregularities were observed in signals extracted from thermal frames as well as in signals measured 
using pressure, chest belt. 

a)   b)  

c)  

Fig. 3. Examples of normalized respiratory waveforms. a) Original waveforms for the belt (top) and for thermal camera. 
b) Filtered signals from a). c) Processed filtered signals: normalized amplitudes in frequency domain (top), 

autocorrelation as a function of time lags with detected peaks (bottom). 
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In Table 2 results for the experiment 2 are presented. 

Table 2. The results for the experiment 2 (speaking) 

  Belt Thermal camera 
 Subject RR eRR_zc  eRR_sp eRR_ac  eRR_zc  eRR_sp eRR_ac 
S01 22.00 21.00 24.00 23.08 20.00 22.00 22.58 
S02 16.00 15.00 15.00 16.71 15.00 18.00 17.91 
S03 11.00 10.97 9.97 10.40 12.97 9.97 10.70 
S04 15.00 13.98 15.98 16.01 14.98 9.99 15.46 
S05 8.00 10.99 9.99 12.07 14.98 13.98 7.44 
S06 16.00 16.98 19.97 10.04 17.98 9.99 14.98 
S07 13.00 12.98 15.98 16.01 19.97 11.98 13.84 
S08 19.00 17.98 19.97 20.69 18.97 19.97 20.80 
S09 7.00 8.99 9.99 10.39 14.98 9.99 6.85 
S10 14.00 14.98 9.99 12.74 18.97 13.98 13.71 
S11 18.00 12.98 9.99 10.25 11.98 17.98 17.24 
S12 14.00 12.98 13.98 13.89 16.98 13.98 13.94 

The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) was calculated between manually calculated RR values and automatically 
calculated values using all estimators. Results are presented in Table 3. 

 Table 3. RMSE values calculated for the results of the experiment 2 (speaking)  

  Belt Thermal camera 

  eRR_zc  eRR_sp eRR_ac  eRR_zc  eRR_sp eRR_ac 

RMSE 1.15 1.52 1.54 1.82 1.39 0.82 

In Fig. 4 the correlation between values estimated using the eRR_ac estimator and values of RR calculated 
manually for measurements performed using the pressure belt is presented.  

 

Fig. 4. Correlation between values estimated using the eRR_ac estimator and values of RR calculated manually for 
measurements using pressure, chest belt 
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4. Discussion and Conclusion 

For the first experiment, pre-processed signals obtained using the belt and the thermal camera were stationary 
(verified with Augmented Dickey Fuller test) and highly coherent in the frequency range up to 1Hz (avg. integral of 
magnitude squared coherence estimate = 0.64±0.13). Results also showed that calculated respiration rates were almost 
identical. Only for 3 cases there are small differences for the zero-crossing method. There are also small differences 
between respiration rates calculated using eRR_sp and eRR_zc methods, partially due to limited spectral resolution 
(Fs/N, for small number of samples N). However, using the eRR_sp method the calculated values for both systems are 
exactly the same. Differences between calculated, normalized inspiration/expiration times periods are relatively high. 
However, high values of normalized differences are usually related to small offsets between detected times (samples) for 
related events. For example, if the inspiration period longs 1s (25 samples) then shift by 2 samples in inspiration start 
and stop events leads to 4/25=16% total difference. The respiration rate estimated by counting the inspiration events 
produced almost the same results as for the eRR_zc method (except it was not so sensitive for noise-related zero 
crossings).  

The analysis performed for the second experiment (subjects speak) produced similar accuracy of the respiration 
rate estimation as for the experiment 1. However, inspiration events were not present so regularly and inspiration slopes 
were higher. Due to higher signal dynamics additional low-pass filtration was required. In this experiment results were 
compared to manually calculated RR values for measurements performed with the pressure belt. It is interesting to 
observe that the RMSE values are practically in the same range for both methods, i.e. for the belt and for the thermal 
camera. However, the best estimator in this experiment was the estimator based on autocorrelation function. This could 
be expected as the accuracy of the eRR_sp estimator highly depends on the frequency resolution in the frequency 
domain, which is limited by small number of samples. This is because the objective for this work was to analyze data in 
short time windows, so the healthcare professional could obtain first estimates of RR without long delay. Additionally, if 
the acquisition time is shorter then (usually) there are smaller artifacts related to patient movements. Reduction of such 
artifacts could be partially performed using automatic detection of the nostril region, which is a subject of our actual 
research [21][22]. 

Finally, it can be concluded that respiration rate and some respiration rhythm patterns (regularity, short-time 
variability, slopes, etc., when subject does not speak) can be reliable calculated using portable thermal camera for 
relatively short measurements. Respiration rate can be also reliable estimated for situations when subject speaks. This is 
very important since this enables to analyze how subjects control their breathing activities during speech.  Additionally, 
remote methods for the estimation of respiration parameters are potentially more objective since a patient is not focusing 
on breathing activities but on other actions (i.e. on answering the questions during the interview).    
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